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Viable Insights is an organizational development
and program evaluation consulting firm based in
Tucson, Arizona. 

Our goal is to help organizations understand
and use data to increase the impact and
transform into more beautiful versions of
themselves. In the spirit of transformation, we
hope you will enjoy this activity book focused on
the beauty of change!



 We dedicate this book to our
newest team member, 

Reagan Lee Wisner.
 

Congrats Deven and Marissa!
It's never too early to start her

training! :)



Transformation
is beautiful 
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Crossword

2. Measure the quality, value, or effectiveness of
something.

5. Singular form of data.

6. Make something better

8. Cooperatively work together.

10. Branch of knowledge dealing with moral
principles.

12.Any person with an interest or "stake" in
something.

13. Mathematical discipline that enables the study of
interpretation of data.

15. A place where data is stored.

1. In experimentation, this is anything that can be
manipulated, controlled, or measured.

3.  Another word for a questionnaire.

4. The type of data produced in focus groups,
interviews, or open-ended survey questions.

7. A representative subset of an overall population.

9. Another word for numerical data.

11. A visual element used to display data in a
meaningful way.

14. The likelihood or ability that a program
intervention, organization will be able to maintain its
activities beyond a certain date.
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2. Measure the quality, value, or effectiveness of
something.
Evaluate

5. Singular form of data.
Datum

6. Make something better
Improve

8. Cooperatively work together.
Collaborate

10. Branch of knowledge dealing with moral
principles.
Ethics

12.Any person with an interest or "stake" in
something.
Stakeholder

13. Mathematical discipline that enables the study of
interpretation of data.
Statistics

15. A place where data is stored.
Database

1. In experimentation, this is anything that can be
manipulated, controlled, or measured.
Variable

3.  Another word for a questionnaire.
Survey

4. The type of data produced in focus groups,
interviews, or open-ended survey questions.
Qualitative

7. A representative subset of an overall population.
Sample

9. Another word for numerical data.
Quantitative 

11. A visual element used to display data in a
meaningful way.
Chart

14. The likelihood or ability that a program
intervention, organization will be able to maintain its
activities beyond a certain date.
Sustainability
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